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A commentary on
Functional connectome fingerprint: identifying individuals using patterns of brain
connectivity
by Finn, E. S., Shen, X. Scheinost, D. Rosenberg, M. D. Huang, J. Chun, M. M., et al. (2015). Nat.
Neurosci. 18, 1664–1671. doi: 10.1038/nn.4135
Inspired by the innovative “connectome fingerprints” analyses of resting-state functional magnetic
resonance imaging data conducted by Finn et al. (2015), and by the original “connectotyping”
procedure proposed by Miranda-Dominguez et al. (2014), we sought to investigate whether
connectome fingerprint constructs could convey useful information regarding not only cognitive
function, but also the expression of emotional and behavioral problems. As Finn et al. advocate, this
approach might offer an alternative to both the ubiquitous group-based analysis of neuroimaging
data and the current non-biologically based classification ofmental disorders (Insel, 2014;Miranda-
Dominguez et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015). This novel approach is nevertheless supported by
previous promising findings on predicting cognitive and behavioral profiles from fMRI data
(Poldrack et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2015).
We build upon the method of Finn et al. (2015) by including single subject connectome
information directly into the model. While they applied a leave-one-out cross validation procedure,
we put forward a method suitable to test whether the information conveyed by a given connectome
fingerprint could predict the intelligence quotient, cognitive function and also emotional and
behavioral problems at the individual level.
First, we have estimated the whole-brain functional connectome of each of the 655 children and
adolescents (7–15 years old; from a school-based sample, with no siblings included) participating
in the High Risk Cohort Study for Psychiatric disorders (HRC, Salum et al., 2015). This was
accomplished using the consensual parcellation scheme proposed by Gordon et al. (2014) and
the processing detailed previously by our group (Sato et al., 2015). Briefly, 6 min of resting-state
fMRI data from each participant (1.5 T GE scanner, TR = 2 s, 180 volumes) were skull striped,
motion corrected, despiked, and normalized. A band-pass filter (0.01 < f < 0.1 Hz) was applied
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and data were detrended using first and second-order
polynomials and then spatially smoothed (8 mm FWHM).
Linear registration to individual’s’ skull striped structural
scan was applied followed by non-linear registration mapping
individual’s functional native space onto the standard MNI
template. Global, CSF, white matter signals and the six linear
motion’s parameters were regressed out. Finally, the mean BOLD
signal from each region of the parcellation was extracted and
used to define the correlation matrix of the connectome.
Then, the 5% of individuals with the most similar connectome
fingerprints to each subject were determined using the same
metric applied by Finn et al. (2015). This procedure defined
clusters of individuals with highly similar connectomes. For each
of these clusters, we assessed emotional and behavioral problems
and cognitive executive functions using well-established
instruments and tasks including the Child Behaviour Checklist
for psychopathology; the Go/No-Go and Conflict Control Task
for executive function; and the block design and vocabulary
sub-scores of the WISC-IV for intelligence measures. In order to
evaluate the potential relationship between individual functional
connectomes and those set of measures, we performed a
Spearman correlation analysis. The correlations between the
scores of each measure for each individual and the mean scores
for the 5% most similar individuals were determined. In this
approach, the mean scores within cluster constitute the estimated
measures for each individual actual cognitive and behavioral
measures. The results for these analyses, including correlation
coefficients and the respective significance levels, are presented
in Table 1.
Individuals with similar connectomes were found to have (i)
similar ages; (ii) similar intelligence quotients; (iii) analogous
performance on tests measuring executive function; (iv) and
similar levels of behavioral problems. As motion artifacts are
widely recognized as a potential source of error in resting state
fMRI, we repeated the analysis in a subgroup with minimal
levels of head-movement to test whether such artifacts biased the
results (Power et al., 2014). In fact, recent findings demonstrated
systematic errors in correlations between behavioral measures
and functional connectivity due to head-movement (Siegel et al.,
2016). Our analysis in subjects with minimal head-movement
reproduced the main findings with high statistical significance,
indicating that the effects are unlikely due to differences in
movement during scanning (Table 1).
Some differences between the dataset accessed here and
the Human Connectome Project (HCP) data used by Finn
et al. (2015) should be emphasized. The HCP functional data
presents a particularly high sampling rate and a longer than
usual resting state acquisition. They had indeed showed that
the classification procedure to determine functional fingerprints
degrades for smaller amounts of resting data. However, we were
able to find significant and meaningful correlations between
connectome profiles and non-imaging parameters even with
relatively little amount of functional data. Indeed, in the original
TABLE 1 | Spearman correlation results between closest connectomes for
age and cognitive and behavioral and emotional problems measurements.
5% Neighbours Only with FD < 0.1
rs p-value rs p-value
Age 0.408 < 0.001 0.396 < 0.001**
Total behavioral and emotional
problems (CBCL)
0.191 0.001 0.150 0.004*
Estimated Intelligence Quotient 0.124 0.002 0.117 0.026*
GO/NO-GO TASK
% of commission errors 0.196 < 0.001 0.216 < 0.001**
% of omission errors 0.108 0.007 0.052 0.334#
d-prime 0.196 < 0.001 0.124 0.025*
CONFLICT CONTROL TASK
% of correct responses in
congruent trials
0.1 0.012 0.091 0.088
% of correct responses in
incongruent trials
0.12 0.003 0.14 0.009#
**p < 0.001 in the general group and in individuals with very low head movement (FD <
0.1 mm); *p < 0.05 in the general group and in individuals with very low head movement;
#Significant difference in the general group but not in the very low head movement group.
connectoptyping report, Miranda-Dominguez et al. (2014)
achieved robust predictions for individuals’ models with around
2 min of resting data. Taken together, these results suggest that
the amount of data necessary to identify individual connectome
profiles heavily depends on the classification procedure and
analysis. We argue that, although collecting data with higher
temporal and spatial resolution, as in the HCP initiative, is
of surmount importance to the field, it not exclude properly
reanalysing previously collected data. Importantly, using suitable
analytical approaches, it could be possible to extend functional
fingerprinting framework to more usual datasets, particularly
allowing the use of MR data from difficult to assess populations.
Our results suggested that the connectivity profile reliably
changes with neurodevelopment, and that the level of behavioral
problems of a particular individual can be predicted by
considering only children with similar connectome architectures.
We were positively surprised by the correlation found between
the functional connectome fingerprint and age. However,
unraveling developmental effects on the connectivity profile
would only be possible with longitudinal data. Using information
contained in the connectomes of individuals may provide a
crucial tool for mental health care. One can expect remarkable
advances in the assessment of mental development based on
this biological measure—especially when large datasets with
functional fingerprint changes over long time-scales are utilized.
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